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FACTS
In Indonesia

CAREGIVERS ARE NEEDED
Services as assisted living, adult - child day care, long
term care, nursing homes (often referred to as residential
care), hospice care, and home care.
Care emphasizes the social and personal requirements for
“handicapped” children and senior citizens who need
some assistance with daily activities and health care.

In Indonesia
Depending to the traditional methods of being cared for
by “healthy parents and or younger generations of family
member(s).

Pyramid type: expansive
A Society burden: Children and above above 60 years old
(especially for UNWELL/ Special Needs/ Handicapped/ debilitated
individual )

On Healthcare
the government has started established assistance
and facility to assist elderly/ senior citizens. Private
sectors also already starting to put attention to this
matters

On Financial Support and Legal System?

What’s available?
Special Needs/ Handicapped Children
Elderly Care?

Health Related
Community support system for
Special Needs/ Handicapped
Children

https://www.cnnindonesia.com/gayahidup/20180321150440-259284734/video-kisah-para-ibu-yangmerawat-anak-dengan-down-syndrome

Health Related
Community support system
for Elderly

layanan-home-care-makassar-24-jam
Seniorlivingkayangan.com
Rukun Senior Living

ALZI
Indonesia

The challenges are…..
HOW MUCH IS THE COSTS
TO SAVED UP?
WHO WILL TAKE CARE OF THEM?

THE HOPE……

What we are learning from other countries?

_ Special Needs/ Handicap Children
_ Elderly care

CHILDREN’S CARE: Parents worry about future in life
EXAMPLE: How much does autism treatment cost?
Harvard researchers estimate that the added costs of autism-related healthcare and
education average more than $17,000 per child per year in the United States. The
figure represents expenses above those for a child without autism spectrum disorder
(ASD).Feb 10, 2014

The number of children diagnosed with autism has skyrocketed in recent
years, from fewer than 1 in 1,000 in the 1980s to 1 in 50 kids today.

The special support might require, and also reflects the financial implications such a
diagnosis has for a family.
Estimates of the lifetime costs of raising a child with autism range from $1.4 million to
$2.5 million, says Adam Beck, professor of health insurance and director of the Center
for Special Needs Planning at The American College in Bryn Mawr, Pa.
(about $300,000 up until age 1 for a typical child)
Some of the expenses can be tabulated, like the $1,800 a year spend on diapers for a 5year-old or the $24,000 a year to pay for a caregiver, which wouldn’t otherwise employ.

The special needs rust and the life
insurance policies are just two pieces of
the funding puzzle for the family.
A family story:
"A big part of our financial planning was
knowing what government benefits you're
entitled to,“ said Carol.
For instance, to start collecting
Supplemental Security Income at age 18.
Carol also discovered that though states
offer benefits to help individuals with
developmental disabilities, those
programs and the degree to which they
are funded will vary from one jurisdiction
to the next.

Beyond Life Insurance

"At the time, the services for
developmental disorders weren't
covered by insurance, so that was
an out-of-pocket expense we had to
go through," said Carol, noting her
son had as much as 20 hours a week
of therapy at a cost of up to $50 an
hour.

“How do you plan for the possibility that you’d become unable to work in your 30s or 40s?”
• Start by getting a solid diagnosis.
Autism disorders can be difficult to diagnose, By getting a diagnosis nailed down can mean the person may
qualify for treatment and other benefits throughout his or her life — long after parents aren’t around to
help.
• Evaluate child’s unique situation.
Children with Asperger’s syndrome, a high-functioning end of the autism spectrum, may not need help
making a living
• Consider a special needs trust.
Those who might need government support such as Social Security Disability Insurance or Medicaid-paid
health care must have limited income and assets to avoid disqualifying themselves.
• Add training wheels to mom and dad’s support.
Figure out ways to limit how the money is used. There are Credit cards that work with special needs
trusts.
• Try to make employment practical.
Plan to do what you can to ensure that your child can earn a living. consider providing training, or guiding
their offspring toward alternatives to traditional employment that might improve their children’s financial
prospects. For instance, an artistic talent could be turned into a viable small business.



Explore annuities and life insurance.

Even if the autistic adult in your family isn’t likely to qualify for government help, his life might
be improved by an annuity that kicks in as he approaches retirement or life insurance after
you’re not around, suggests Somerset Wealth Strategies Adviser David Smith. But he warns
shoppers to be careful. “Understand the contract specifics — how the money will come out and
how it will benefit the recipient. You don’t want to send them to Vegas,” he says.


Set up a social support network.

One symptom of autism is difficulty making and maintaining social connections. Through a
special needs trust or other arrangement, a parent can provide money or other incentives to
make sure that an autistic child is included in family celebrations and can take vacations. “It’s
hard to put this in your will, but I think it is important that parents set up a social network,
making sure that their child is going to have friends and family when they are gone. It will make
a big difference in their lives,” Beck says.



Put on your own oxygen mask first. “A special-needs family can easily drain all of its
savings,“You are going to be 20+ years older than the child, and the worst thing is getting to
the point where you are too old to care for your child and you don’t have enough money to
pay someone else to care for him.”

ELDERLY CARE:
Cost of Caring for Elderly Parents Could Be Next
Financial Crisis
By Marlo Sollitto

A survey conducted by AgingCare.com found that although adult children are often
responsible for paying for their elderly parent's care, the large majority of
caregivers are vastly unprepared.
The survey found:
63% of caregivers have no plan as to how they will pay for their parent's care over
the next five years.
62% say the cost of caring for a parent has impacted their ability
to plan for their own financial future.

Food for THOUGHT
Euthanasia: Intentionally ending one’s life
Is this the BEST way for all parties?

www.abc.net.au/news/2018-05-05/david-goodall-tripto-switzerland-for-voluntary-euthanasia/9716354

* Cost of “the” Drug USD 75 - 150

6 costs to expect when caring for aging parents
Cost 1. Remodeling expenses
Cost 2. Lost hours of work
Cost 3. Bringing in additional help
Cost 4. All of the little things that add up
Cost 5. Medical expenses
Cost 6. Long-term expenses

Start planning now to care for elderly parents
•

Financial Inventory (Pension, Investments, etc)

•

Home Equity (sell, Downsize)

•

Medicaid Qualification

•

Get Covered - Long Term Care really will help but only 8% of the population have it (in the US)

In Indonesia
Opportunities
For
Life Insurance
companies
URGENT
POLICY PROVISIONS REVIEW?
COLLABORATE with other service
providers (?) to enriched your
company Value Propositions

BPJS Kesehatan and
Ketenagakerjaan ++?
Understanding and Explore Annuities?

APPENDIX

PRINSIP ASURANSI
INSURABLE INTEREST
KEPENTINGAN YANG DAPAT DIASURANSIKAN.

PERJANJIAN ASURANSI UMUM AKAN BERLAKU DAN MENGIKAT JIKA
TERTANGGUNG MEMPUNYAI KEPENTINGAN ATAS OBYEK, ARTINYA
IA AKAN MENDERITA KERUGIAN JIKA OBYEK MENGALAMI RISIKO .
INSURABLE INTEREST AKAN DIEVALUASI KETIKA MENGAJUKAN

PERTANGGUNGAN DAN KETIKA KLAIM DIAJUKAN.
DIDALAM ASURANSI JIWA , INSURABLE INTEREST DILIHAT DARI
HUBUNGAN KEPENTINGAN PENERIMA MANFAAT TERHADAP
TERTANGGUNG. APAKAH PENERIMA MANFAAT AKAN MENDERITA

KERUGIAN FINANSIAL JIKA TERTANGGUNG MENINGGAL DUNIA.
DIEVALUASI KETIKA PENGAJUAN PERMOHONAN PERTANGGUNGAN.

PRINSIP ASURANSI
UTMOST GOODFAITH (ITIKAD TERAMAT BAIK)
SECARA UMUM SEMUA PERJANJIAN HARUS DIDASARI ITIKAD BAIK, JUGA DIDALAM
PERJANJIAN ASURANSI, CALON TERTANGGUNG/PEMEGANG POLIS KETIKA MELAKUKAN OFFER, MENGETAHUI SECARA PASTI BAHWA OBYEK YANG AKAN DIPER TANGGUNGKAN BENAR DALAM KEADAAN BAIK, TIDAK SEDANG ATAU AKAN MENGALAMI RISIKO YG AKAN MENIMBULKAN KERUGIAN.

CALON TERTANGGUNG/PEMEGANG POLIS WAJIB MENGUNGKAPKAN SEJUJURNYA
KONDISI OBYEK (DUTY OF DISCLOSURE).
KARENA OBYEK BERADA DIPIHAK TERTANGGUNG/PEMEGANG POLIS, MAKA
KEWAJIBAN MENGUNGKAPKAN DATA OBYEK ADA PADANYA.
ASURADUR JUGA WAJIB BERITIKAD BAIK, DENGAN MENJELASKAN SYARAT POLIS,

ATAU MENINDAKLANJUTI PEMERIKSAAN ATAS DATA YANG OLEH CALON TERTANGGUNG TELAH DIBERITAHU SECARA SAMAR/SEPINTAS,
DAN HILANG HAKNYA MENGUJI (CONTESTABILITY) JIKA HAL ITU TIDAK DILAKUKAN.

PRINSIP ASURANSI
INDEMNITY (GANTI RUGI).
PERJANJIAN ASURANSI JIWA SECARA TEKSTUAL ADALAH PERJANJIAN
SEJUMLAH UANG, BUKAN INDEMNITY KARENA KERUGIAN YG TERJADI
KARENA MENINGGALNYA SESEORANG TIDAK DAPAT DIHITUNG.
OLEH KARENA ITU JIKA ATAS DIRI SEORANG TERTANGGUNG DIASURANSIKAN
KEPADA BEBERAPA POLIS/ASURADUR, MAKA KETIKA IA MENINGGAL DUNIA,
SEMUA POLIS HARUS MEMBAYAR SANTUNAN.
SECARA KONSEPTUAL SEBENARNYA ASURANSI ADALAH UNTUK MENGGANTI
KERUGIAN EKONOMIS/FINANSIAL, KALAU RISIKO TERJADI.
ARTINYA, SEBERAPAPUN JUMLAH POLIS YANG DIMILIKI KAN DIBAYAR
KLAIMNYA, NAMUN PEMBAYARAN TSB TIDAK AKAN MAMPU MENANGGULANGI
KERUGIAN PENERIMA MANFAAT. PENERIMA MANFAAT DAPAT MENUNTUT LAGI PIHAK YG

MENIMBULKAN KERUGIAN SELAIN ASURADUR (KUHPer PASAL 1365).
JADI KETENTUAN SUBROGASI SEBAGAI TERCANTUM DALAM PASAL 1400
KUHPer TIDAK BERLAKU.

PRINSIP ASURANSI
PROXIMATE CAUSE
PENYEBAB TIMBULNYA KERUGIAN (PERIL) YANG DICOVER
POLIS ADALAH SEBAB UTAMA YANG DOMINAN, SUATU SEBAB

YG AKTIP SEPANJANG RENTETAN KEJADIAN , HANYA KEJADIAN
ITU YG MENIMBULKAN KERUGIAN TANPA ADANYA INTERVENSI
DARI KEKUATAN LAINNYA YG BERPENGARUH DALAM TERJADINYA
KERUGIAN.

HUKUM YANG BERLAKU
DI INDONESIA PERJANJIAN ASURANSI TUNDUK KEPADA:
1.

KITAB UNDANG-UNDANG HUKUM PERDATA (KUHPer)

2.

KITAB UNDANG-UNDANG HUKUM DAGANG (KUHD)

3.

UNDANG-UNDANG & PERATURAN LAIN

DASAR KESEPAKATAN HUKUM
YANG BERLAKU

KUHPERDATA MENGATUR TENTANG DASAR DAN SYARAT-SYARAT PERJANJIAN UMUMNYA,
TERUTAMA PASAL-PASAL DALAM BUKU 3.
KUHDAGANG MENGATUR TENTANG PERJANJIAN ASURANSI (BUKU KESATU BAB 9 DAN 10)
UNDANG-UNDANG & PERATURAN LAIN, SEPERTI UU NO. 40/2007
TENTANG PERSEROAN, UUTENTANG PERLINDUNGAN KONSUMEN, UU NO. 40/2014 TENTANG
PERASURANSIAN, DAN PERATURAN PERATURAN, SURAT EDARAN YANG DIKELUARKAN OLEH
OJK.

SAYANGNYA KUHD HANYA MENGATUR SEDIKIT SEKALI TENTANG PERJANJIAN ASURANSI
JIWA.
PADAHAL UMUMNYA POLIS ASURANSI JIWA YG DITERBITKAN DI INDONESIA MENGAMBIL ALIH
SEMUA KETENTUAN POLIS ASING.

HUKUM YANG BERLAKU
APAKAH DENGAN DEMIKIAN SYARAT-SYARAT POLIS TIDAK MEMPUNYAI
DASAR HUKUM SAH SEHINGGA MENGIKAT PARA PIHAK?
SESUAI PASAL 1338 KUH-PERDATA, MAKA PERJANJIAN/SYARAT

POLIS SAH MENGIKAT, JIKA DISEPAKATI PARA PIHAK, ASALKAN SESUAI
PASAL 1320 KUH-PERDATA TENTANG SYARAT SAHNYA SUATU PERJANJIAN,
YAITU:
1.

PARA PIHAK SEPAKAT UNTUK MENGIKATKAN DIRI (PROSES OFFER &
ACCEPTANCE)

2.

PARA PIHAK CAKAP/KOMPETEN UNTUK MEMBUAT PERIKATAN.

3.

UNTUK SUATU HAL TERTENTU

4.

OLEH SUATU SEBAB YANG HALAL

KARAKTERISTIK PERJANJIAN ASURANSI
PERJANJIAN ASURANSI MEMPUNYAI KARAKTERISTIK SEBAGAI
BERIKUT: UNILATERAL
ALEATORY
CONTRACT OF ADHESION
INFORMAL
UNILATERAL : HANYA SATU PIHAK YANG BISA DITUNTUT SECARA HUKUM UNTUK
MELAKSANAKAN KEWAJIBANNYA.
ALEATORY : DALAM HUKUM INDONESIA ISTILAHNYA PERJANJIAN
YANG BERSIFAT UNTUNG-UNTUNGAN
CONTRACT OF ADHESION : ISTILAH DALAM HUKUM INDONESIA =
PERJANJIAN DENGAN KLAUSULA BAKU - MENGIKAT
INFORMAL: BENTUK & ISI POLIS UNTUK JENIS PERTANGGUNGAN YANG SAMA SAJA,
TIDAK SAMA ANTARA SATU PERUSAHAAN DENGAN LAIN PERUSAHAAN.

What exactly is a pre-existing condition?


Pre-existing condition is not only the term used for illnesses that a person has at the time of
buying a policy but it also includes:



Medical history of illness: History of heart attack, gestational diabetes, etc.



Hospitalization history: Hospitalization in case of angioplasty, kidney stone, etc.



Signs: Increase in sugar level, obesity, etc.



Symptoms: Having brain fog, feeling sweaty, etc.



Medication for any disease or illness: Hypertension medication, diabetes medication, etc.



Skin disorder: Psoriasis, Vitiligo, etc.



Major accidental injury: Head injury, having prosthetic limb, etc.



Diagnosed illnesses: Diabetes, hypertension, etc. that you have or had before or at the time
of buying a policy.



Coming back to the reason why my friend's mother's claim was rejected -



She (the mother) was healthy at the time of buying the policy i.e. she neither had any
illnesses nor disorders at the time of buying a policy (person with completely normal test
report). However, she was under medications for blood pressure. Eventually, it meant that
her blood pressure was regulated by external medication which she failed to mention.
Because of this her claim for something unrelated, in this case, the accident, was rejected.



This article talks about some common question about pre-existing illnesses and how they
impact your medical insurance policy.

How does pre-existing illness impact your coverage?
Buying a health insurance policy after having a pre-existing disease may be slightly difficult, because the insurance companies are reluctant
to cover individuals with pre-existing conditions. It holds true not only for health insurance but also for the life insurance policies.
This is because individuals who already have health problems have a higher chance of recurrent claims in the immediate to near future.
Some of the terms and conditions which an insurance company puts up if you have a pre-existing condition:


Premium loading

You will be charged higher premium in case you have any ailment at the time of buying a policy. This is known as premium loading. Because
of this premium loading, you will be charged higher premium than any other person of the same age but without any ailment. E.g. In case you
have hypertension as pre-existing, your premium would be higher than any other person of same age because of premium loading.
Note: It is only at the time of buying the policy that an insurance company can load your premium based on your pre-existing However, as per
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDA) mandate, no insurance company can load its customer for any disease that occurs
after issuing the policy and renewing it without any break.


Waiting period

You would have a waiting period from minimum 2 to 4 years only after which your pre-existing ailments would be covered, depending on the
plan you buy. E.g. If you state appendicitis as pre-existing and your policy has a waiting period of 2 years. Then, you expenses for appendicitis
would be covered only after policy renewal for the third year.


Premium loading + waiting period

You may have both premium loading and waiting period. E.g. Consider that you have hypertension as pre-existing and your policy had waiting
period of 4 years. Then, you will have higher premium than any other person of same age because of premium loading. Also, your expenses
for hypertension or related ailment would be covered only after policy renewal for the 5th year.


Medical check-up

If you have a pre-existing diseases there are possibilities that you might have a medical check-up based on which the insurance company
would decide whether to issue you a policy or not. E.g. In case you have diabetes, your sugar control would be checked before issuing a
policy.

Permanent exclusion for the pre-existing illness or condition
Sometimes considering your pre-existing ailment severe, the insurance company
might offer you cover only if you agree on


a permanent exclusion for this disease. This might leave you exposed to high
risk and heavy expenses in spite of having insurance. E.g. In case you have
diabetes insurance company would permanently exclude diabetes and related
illnesses.

Policy denial


If in case your pre-existing is chronic and severe like high diabetes, a medical
history of heart attack, cancer, etc. Then, the Insurance Company has the
right to deny providing or issuing a policy to you. E.g. In case you have a
history of heart attack insurance company would deny issuing policy to you.



If you have had a healthy life so far but have a lifestyle habit such as
smoking, drinking moderate to heavily, etc. which can make you susceptible
to serious ailments in the future, in such cases as well you may be charged a
higher premium.

DOs and DONTs around pre-existing diseases


Do tell the insurance companies about your pre-existing disease



To get the above benefits the most basic thing that you need to do is to state
clearly about your pre-existing disease at the time of buying a policy. This will
ensure that you know the terms and conditions. It gives you a choice to agree
or disagree with those terms and conditions.



Do get a voluntary health check-up done



Before buying a policy you can always have a voluntary health check-up done.
This will help you in case you suspect of having any illnesses. This will
eliminate any doubts and help you get a clear policy.

Do not hide your pre-existing


This is a very common doubt amongst individuals while buying a policy. Well, there are serious
consequences of it. There is a very high chance that the insurance company would find out about
your pre-existing disease at the time you make a claim, through the kind of illness and medical
history recorded by your doctor. Then, irrespective of claim being for related or non related
ailment, like in the case we mentioned earlier, the company has full rights to deny the claim.



A more serious consequence of hiding the existing pre-existing illness is that an insurance company
may terminate or abort the policy contract with you forever. Without refunding the premium that
you paid.



Do not buy a policy without comparison



There are many health insurance policy available in the market do not buy a policy in haste or just
because your friend has bought one. Compare all the options and invest smartly. To know more
about the steps to buy a policy and to compare options available for you visit Coverfox.com



Read our blog to hate pre-existing diseases less and learn more about how a health insurance policy
is issued against existing conditions and how you can buy a health insurance for your parents with
pre-existing diseases, worry free! :)

To conclude:
To ensure that your health insurance gives you adequate cover do not hide any ailment and clearly
declare them before buying the policy. This will ensure that you have a clean settlement process for all
your future claims. Wish you the best of health, now and forever!
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